**MONDAY**

10:30 – 11:45 a.m.
UEP 250-01: Foundations of Public Policy & Planning
__Hollander/Goldman – Tisch 316__

1:30 – 4:00 p.m.
UEP 200-01: Land Use Planning I
__Witten –Broomfield-Pearson 007__

4:30 – 5:45 p.m.
UEP 252-01: Cities in Space, Place & Time
__Parmenter/Agyeman - Lane 100__

6:00 – 9:00 p.m.
UEP 271-01: Community Economic Development
__Barringer – 97 Talbot Ave.__

6:00 – 9:00 p.m.
UEP 256-01: Program Evaluation
__Jacobs - 574 Boston Ave. 310__

---

**TUESDAY**

9:00 – 10:15 a.m.
UEP 254-01: Quantitative Reasoning for Policy & Planning
__Shamsuddin – Anderson 208__

12:00 – 1:15 p.m.
UEP 232-01: Intro. to GIS
__Srinivasan – Tisch, GIS LAB__

12:00 – 1:15 p.m.
UEP 265-01: Corporate Management of Env. Issues
__Rappaport – Tisch 310__

1:30 – 4:00 p.m.
UEP 285-01: Food Justice
__Agyeman – 97 Talbot Ave.__

2:00 – 3:15 p.m.
UEP 254-LA: Quant. Reasoning Lab
__Shamsuddin – Tisch, GIS LAB__

4:30 – 5:45 p.m.
UEP 293-04: Designing a Thesis (.5 credits)
__Krimsky – 97 Talbot Ave.__

6:00 – 9:00 p.m.
UEP 173-01: Transportation Planning
__Chase – 97 Talbot Ave. __

---

**WEDNESDAY**

9:00 – 10:15 a.m.
UEP 293-02: Community Practice
(.5 credits) __Loh – 97 Talbot Ave. __

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
UEP 223-01: Fundamentals of U.S. Ag
__Griffin – Jahans Center 118, Boston Campus__

10:30 – 11:45 a.m.
UEP 250-01: Foundations of Public Policy & Planning
__Hollander/Goldman – Tisch 316__

1:30 – 4:00 p.m.
UEP 178-01: Urban Policy & Planning
__Witten –Aidekman Arts Center 012__

2:00 – 3:15 p.m.
UEP 234-01: Qual. Skills in Planning
__Hollander – 97 Talbot Ave. __

1:30 – 4:00 p.m.
UEP 294-22: Advanced GIS
__Srinivasan – Tisch, GIS Lab__

4:30 – 5:45 p.m.
UEP 252-01: Cities in Space, Place & Time
__Parmenter/Agyeman - Lane 100__

4:30 – 5:45 p.m.
UEP 288-01: Reflections on Public Policy Practice
__Loh – 97 Talbot Ave. __

6:00 – 9:00 p.m.
UEP 286-01: Environmental Ethics
__Krimsky – 72 Professors Row__

6:00 – 9:00 p.m.
UEP 275-01: Policy Implementation and Innovation
__Goldman – Anderson 312__

6:30 – 9:00 p.m.
UEP 264-01: Green Urban Design
__Cousineau – 97 Talbot Ave. __

---

**THURSDAY**

9:00 – 10:15 a.m.
UEP 254-01: Quantitative Reasoning for Policy & Planning
__Shamsuddin – Anderson 208__

12:00 – 1:15 p.m.
UEP 232-01: Intro. to GIS
__Srinivasan – Tisch, GIS LAB__

12:00 – 1:15 p.m.
UEP 265-01: Corporate Management of Env. Issues
__Rappaport – Tisch 310__

1:30 – 4:00 p.m.
UEP 278-01: Environmental Justice, Security, and Sustainability
__Loh – Braker 225__

6:00 – 9:00 p.m.
UEP 130-01: Negotiation, Mediation, and Conflict Resolution (Undergrads only)
__Burdick – Olin 012, 107, 111__

6:30 – 9:00 p.m.
UEP 213-01: Housing Policy
__Greenstein – Eaton 202__

---

**FRIDAY**

9:00 – 11:30 a.m.
UEP 279-01: Water Resources Policy and Planning and Watershed Management
__Horsley – 97 Talbot Ave. __

1:30 – 2:45 p.m.
UEP 254-LB: Quantitative Reasoning Lab
__Shamsuddin – Tisch, GIS LAB__